President & Lincoln
Washington
President Lincoln,

Sir: I am confident that the vast majority of the Republican party will sustain the views laid down in your recent speech. Now that the rebellion is in the condition of that yellow dog which swallowed the cake containing powder and brand, the weather will feel desires of admitting the seceded states as fast as it can. Suppose he done your illustration of the egg and the gawd I think was very funny. If you know turn it over your eye over mess issued.
You will receive that we now give you up for lost. But while we all feel resolved to give you a hearty support we hope that you will not deal too leniently with the cruel, wicked, millions who stained their death with devilish blood. 25,000 of our brave patriotic sons and brothers.

There can be no forgiveness for them on this side of heaven. At their head is A. Lincoln's Jeff Davis. Yet he deemed best not to hang many of the leaders. Some at least ought to be executed and no recompense from Congress showed even he allowed to get just in the hands of Congress again. To mete out what is due federal service & to be up arms against his country should even be allowed to hold a common in our army again. It may not be advisable to confiscate the property of rebels or keep many of them, but since the leaders showed all his disfranchises and forbids to hold office, I think this much. The loyal idlers will then have no citizen's part.

The ignorant masses we can suppress. They have been well punished in their body already, but the guilty leaders should be taught that there is just punishment after death.
We hope to have you at the opening of our great event accompanied by Mrs. Lincoln. Our little Count on it. Upon how stood in Washington long enough without a purpose, and showed now to the one. The weather will be delightful, and every thing will contain to make your visit pleasant and agreeable.

We will agree not to shake you to death. First will not pledge to reform from both love Cheering.

Yours Truly

J. Meche